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license.Q: Python: Taking multiple submissions with different time delays? I am fairly new to Python programming and I hope someone could help
me out here. I am currently working on a code project which consists of a large number of images (around 1,500) of flowers and trees. I want to be

able to take submissions of the plants with a different time delay. I know how to do it using an integer for the time delay like this: import time
import Image image = Image.open('file.jpg') time_delay = int(raw_input()) new_image = image.resize((300, 300), Image.ANTIALIAS) for i in

range(time_delay): new_image.putdata(0, i, image.getpixel((0,0))) new_image.save('new_image.jpg') This works, but to make it fair, I need the
submission time delay to be randomised. I have a way of finding the average time the first time I run the program, but how can I implement

something like it into an infinite loop? A: generate random number of seconds and store it in a list randomize time delays import random import
time time_delays = [] for i in range(len(time_delays)): time_delays.append(random.randint(0, 10)) filling up time_delays will allow you to randomize

the filling up of the time intervals. Q: How to separate data in DataGridView? I want to separate data in DataGridView using SQL Query
DataGridView1.AllowUserToAddRows = false; var query = "SELECT * FROM student where a=@s"; SqlDataAdapter adp = new

SqlDataAdapter(query, conn); DataSet ds = new DataSet(); adp.Fill(ds); DataGridView1.DataSource = d 6d1f23a050
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